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Usability initiative/Vector
Pending Changes

Upload Wizard
Mobile Gateway
AFT (public policy)

Moodbar/Feedback 
Dashboard
AFT
WikiLove
Mobile front end
WP Andoid + iOS app

VisualEditor
Notifications
PageCuration
AFT5 (cont’d)
ACUX
Onboarding/
GettingStarted
EventLogging
Guiders
ULS
Mobile web 
(contributory nav; login/
account creation, 
watchlist, nearby, 
uploads, alpha/beta/
stable. . .)
Commons Android + 
iOS apps
WLM app

ETS Oct ’10

Sue’s Update Mar ’11

Product Whitepaper

2009/10!
Jul09-Jun10

2010/11!
Jul10-Jun11

2011/12!
Jul11-Jun12

2012/13!
Jul12-Jun13

Last year was a *big* year

WSoR
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Background Info
•  Forces that shaped today’s community
•  The First Edit
•  Edit/Reversion System
•  “Career path” of a Wikipedian
•  More Information
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2001-2005


Startup

2005-2007


Hypergrowth

2007-present


Maturity
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2005-2007


Hypergrowth

Twinkle
Jan 07

Huggle
Jan 08

Seigenthaler
Dec 05

Essjay
~Feb 07

BLP Policy
Dec 05

Jimmy/FR
Aug 09

Anon Page 
Creation
Dec 05

Jimbo & 
Quality
Aug 06
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Drop in retention rate during this period

Jan 2006 Apr 2007 

Cumulative: 10, Monthly: 1 

Twinkle 
Jan 07 

Huggle 
Jan 08 

Seigenthaler 
Dec 05 

Essjay 
~Feb 07 

BLP Policy 
Dec 05 

Jimmy/FR 
Aug 09 

Anon Page 
Creation
Dec 05

Jimbo & 
Quality
Aug 06
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Rise of the Machines

Many of these bots/tools had unintended consequences:

•  AWB: Dec 2005
•  Twinkle: Jan 2007
•  Huggle: Jan 2008
•  CoreSearchBot: Aug 2007
•  CydeBot: April 2006
•  MizaBots 1-3: March 2007
•  XLinkBot: 2008
•  AbuseFilter: 2009
•  ClueBot: ?
•  ClueBotNG: ?



Rise of the Machines Results in Decline in Human 
Messages



Increased Interest 
in Wikipedia!

!
1. Name recognition ñ
2. Search rank ñ 
3. Geeky-cool

Focus on Quality!
(e.g., BLP, Anon Page 
Creation, Siegenthaler)

Explosion in 
Editors!

1.  Policy proliferation!
2.  Rise of bots/automated tools!
3.  Change in mentality from fun/

creation to protection!

•  Much of this happened in the name of 
quality

•  Many developments were appropriate for 
the time, but had unintended long term 
consequences

Summary: Forces that Shaped English Wikipedia "
(Hypergrowth Phase)

Resulted in
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Re
gi

st
ra

tio
nEdit as 

Anon
59%

Previously edited 
as anon*

Direct to Reg

>=1 Edit

Never edit

Re
ad

er


•  80-90% made within 
first 24 hours

•  Many of these users 
registered with a 
specific intent

All/remove 
content

39%

Fix mistake 
(form)

16%

Create
Article

15%

Kick the 
tires

9%

Vandalize

7%

Other
(user/talk)

11%

Spelling, 
grammar, 
formatting

~85% 
deleted

Prob 
edited as 
anon

Reasons for Registering
• Want to be part of WP (68%)
•  Thought account was required to edit (27%)
• Extra features (23%)
• Usually register (24%)
•  Tried to start article (19%)
• Wanted to upload images (16%)

The First Edit!
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~70%

~30%

* From Dec 2011 WP Editor Survey.  Likely to overstate the actual percentage since respondents tend to be more 
active editors



Users that edit do so mainly within 24 hours 
of registering
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GettingStarted:"
Getting Users Who Otherwise Wouldn’t Have Edited

+2%
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Edit & Reversions"
Current Feedback Loop

Manual (61%)


Tool-Assisted (19%)
Huggle
Twinke


Bot (6%)
Clubot

Edit Reverted Warning on 
User Talk

Frustration

Where did my 
edit go?

(-) msgs
What’s a talk page?

Who is this?

Watchlist, RC, tools

Newbie Bot Exp Editor

Analogous maps exist for Page Creation & Deletion (15-20% of first edits) and MM Upload & Deletion 13



Sequencing of Core Features

Affiliations

Identity

Messaging

Notifications

•  There’s value in surfacing things 
that are already happening

•  Other features will be multiplied 
by notifications, but not 
necessarily other way around

•  Outside of editing (VE), 
discussions are the most 
important activity on wiki

•  There’s value in improving 
discussions even with the 
current notion of identity

•  Human profiles should help 
with empathy

•  Profiles can help capture 
interests

•  Profiles can be a building 
block for affiliations 14



Twinkle Interface
Warning Users Welcoming users
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Huggle
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Huggle Twinkle Cluebot
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Some important insights in understanding the 
decline in retention. For example...



Reversion rates much higher for anon

But we know that a majority of 
editors start out as anon

And we know anecdotally that 
seeing their change immediately 
reflected on the site creates an 
“a-ha” moment

?: How do we create a system 
that enables this “a-ha” moment, 
yet doesn’t overwhelm our 
existing community



Many editors leave because of difficulties with 
other editors"

Q5: Why did you stop contributing to Wikipedia?

35% 

 
19% 

 
13% 

 
12% 

9% 

5.6% 

 
13% 

25% 

36% 

25% 

Difficult editors: 40% 
Haven’t stopped: 23% 

40% 

23% 

10+ edits/month All Users 
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Finding the Right Kind of Contributor
Se

ar
ch

 E
ng

ine
 (A

s 
Re

ad
er

)

User needs to:
•  find edit button
•  understand anyone can edit
•  feel like they can edit (e.g., 

confidence)
•  find something to change

How to we use the interface to 
encourage the right kinds of people to 
try?

VE!

Anon à Register CTA
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Attracting the “right kind” of user involves keeping 
the wrong kinds out

This is for anyone with a Math question! This is for Math Professionals (PhD+)!

The very-visible content helps weed people out!
So does UI (think Yahoo Answers)! 22



But Wikipedia is for Everyone!"
Just a second. . 

This article is for everyone! But if you arrive on this page. . .!
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“Career Path” of a Wikipedian

0

Re
gi

st
ra

tio
n

•  Content change
•  Spelling/grammar/

formatting
•  Create article
•  Kick Tires
•  Vandalism
•  Other

•  Content change
•  Spelling/grammar/

formatting
•  Create article
•  Kick Tires
•  Vandalism
•  Other

•  Topical editing
•  Wikiproject?

•  Topic-agnostic 
editing
•  Vandal-fighting/

Patrol
•  Gnoming 

(content + 
formatting)

•  FA/GA/DYK (review 
and improvement)

•  Admin activities 
(page protection)

•  Curation (Deletion, 
NPP, vandal-
fighting)

•  Blocking/Banning
•  AfC
•  ANI
•  Mediation (arbcom)
•  Policy


Getting Started

10 100 1,000 10,000
Teahouse WikiProjects

Encouraging the right kind of user
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Other Themes Discussed Last Year"
Longer-term Considerations

Profiles User profiles that provide helpful information and represent 
modern day internet users’ mental models (incorporate 
element of human-ness à empathy)

Affiliations It’s currently very hard to discover things to do.  Map user’s 
interest graph to articles/topics/tasks that need help.

Realtime 
Collaboration

Over the past few years, different models of collaboration 
have emerged (e.g., Google Docs, Etherpad).  Lots of things 
we can learn.

View/Edit modes The line between reading and writing is blurring.  How about 
an edit mode that’s more integrated with the read 
experience?

Read Experience The web is moving towards more visually driven interfaces.

Others?
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What about Readership in the upcoming 
year?

•  Features just to encourage readership probably aren’t a 
priority
–  Exception: multimedia

•  BUT: what about features that get readers more involved with 
Wikipedia?

•  Currently, WP sessions are shallow (on average): Search à 
article x2.6 à leave




500,000,000


80,000

28



•  All four work as peers
•  Different disciplines will take the lead at different points of the 

development cycle, but we work as equals

Prod Mgmt Engineering

Design Analytics

Four Core Disciplines of Our Work
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External Trends
•  Evolution of Identity

–  Pseudo vs. real
–  Identity across networks

•  Visually driven interfaces
•  Touch driven interfaces
•  Short form vs. long form content
•  Mobile: Platform change

–  Rapidly evolving landscape (Tablet and smartphone penetration)
–  User context: contributions on the go
–  Capabilities for user (e.g, MM, location)

•  Wearables?
•  Re-imagining everything, including the encyclopedia

“Magnitude of Upcoming Change will be Stunning – We are Still in Spring 
Training” -- Mary Meeker Dec 2012 State of the Internet
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More Information


(These are all important, but if you have limited time, check out 
the ones with a yellow star           )
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Distribution of edits to main 
namespace: Enwiki

2006

20052004

2007
2008

2009 2010

Pre-2007 make up about half of the edits to the main namespace:
•  Experienced users are important
•  New Users are important as well 32



The First Edit (after registration)

Article Creators?  
(85% deletion rate)


Anon Edit à 

ACUX?!

Just because!
(e.g., want to be part of 

WP)




Get out !
of the way!

with Intent of Editing w/o intent of editing

Edited before
(as anon)

Haven’t edited 
before

~59% of 
those who 

edit

Getting!
Started!
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English Wikipedia Conversion Metrics

34

• E3 team uses these types of 
metrics to determine whether 
features are pushing users 
further down the lifecycle

• E.g., GettingStarted is 
measured primarily by the 0à 
1 conversion rate (on a 24 hr 
timelime)

24%

21%
47%



Lots of talkin’
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% of users editing is relatively stable
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Trends in Very Active Editors Mixed"
In some projects, v. active trend mirrors actives trend; others don’t



Active Admins on English Wikipedia down 33% since 2008



English Wikipedia RfA



Percentage of Registrations that attempt an 
edit

This percentage gives us the upper limit of how much we can expect to increase the 
number of active editors with the current read interface + edit invitation

http://ee-dashboard.wmflabs.org/dashboards/metrics/



Introducing Gratitude

•  Mentions was the killer feature for existing users
•  But “Thanks” gets as about as much usage
•  Part of an existing workflow, so usage will probably continue without much additional effort



Present Scale of WikiProjects
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1k+ Editors
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On the English Wikipedia, about ~150 editors make their 1,000th edit every month.  
This is what they edit.



 
Total Active Editors (TAE)  

flat in past year 
(-0.2% all WMF, -1.3% all WP's) 

 

Because. . . 

Fewer	  
joining	  

(-‐11%)	  

New	  users	  give	  
up	  quickly	  

(13%	  reten,on	  rate,	  2011)	  

All percentages represent an average of the monthly year-to-year comparisons for the past 12 months. 
This represents our current understanding of WMF editor trends, and is subject to change 

German 
(-2.7%) 

English 
(-4.1%) 

Spanish 
(+2.7%) 

Russian 
(+2.0%) 

Japanese 
(+5.7%) 

Decline in large language 
Wikipedias. . . 

. . .offset by growth in other 
projects 

Note:	  Wikidata	  editors	  likely	  from	  our	  exis,ng	  community,	  
duplicate	  users	  not	  counted	  in	  TAE	  measure	  

French 
(+5.2%) 

Wikidata 
(#=2,871) 

Commons 
(+13%) 

Decline is offset by growth!



Existing 
Editors

Registered Users




Readers

Anon
Editor

Increase activity:
•  1à 5
•  5à x
•  Other forms

Starting from the inside and moving out
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Why do people edit Wikipedia?

In 2011, a few of us did a 
study of some of the most 
prolific WP editors by 
hand-coding in-depth 
interviews conducted 
during the fundraiser

We found that while some 
editors did edit because of 
altruistic reasons and/or 
belief in the core mission, 
other editors did it for 
personal reasons.  In fact, 
Personal Fulfillment ranked 
very high.

46

Main motivations for editing WP:
–  Personal Fulfillment (personal improvement, individual 

scholarship, sense of accomplishment)

–  Compulsion/Internal Drive (perfectionism, addiction, 
curiosity)

–  Core Mission (belief in WP’s core mission)

–  Altruism/Responsibility (Altruism, volunteerism, labor of 
love)

–  Community (being involved, collaboration)

–  Pastime/Hobby (fun, de-stressor)

–  Personal Expression (for the audience, means of 
expressing oneself, giving oneself a voice)

–  Recognition (recognition one gets from editing)



Why do users create accounts?

47

Note: These two surveys were conducted for different purposes, so data may not be comparable

General survey, multiple 
responses allowed

Editing-focused survey, 
single answer



“We want Wikipedia to be around for the 
long haul, the long term, for our children’s 
children.  That’s why we need a vibrant 
editing base.”
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“Our tools are pushing us towards bad 
behaviors”

“[We should be] identifying behaviors we 
want to do as human beings and make sure 
the software gives a pathway for making that 
easy.”

“Adding features to make it easier to be 
more human doesn't turn it into Facebook, it 
just makes it more like the rest of your life 
and I think we should be doing that"
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Fixing problems


and!


Creating opportunity
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High quality


and!


Welcoming environment
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WMF Vision Statement


Imagine a world in which every single human being can freely 
share in the sum of all knowledge. That’s our commitment.
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Reasons for Stagnation/Decline

1. User Experience
Beyond editing: Discussion pages & workflows can be impenetrable

2. Creeping complexity in policy and rules
Users face walls of text and a high expectation of rules-compliance

3. Unpleasant social interactions
Being reverted or having your article nominated for deletion sucks

4. Playful first steps are discouraged
"Be bold, but not too bold." Lots of warning signs along the way. What we call vandalism is often naive 

experimentation. Wikipedia's richness in 2013 makes it less obviously open for contributions than in 2001. 

5. We're not alone anymore
We compete for cognitive surplus with StackExchange, Quora, etc



What Are We Trying to Do This Year? 
[draft]


In support of the WMF Vision:


Increasing the number and diversity of our 

contributors
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Increase the number and diversity of contributors to 
WMF projects


